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Matic: the practical hook which will revolutionize the walks with your dog!
Technology and innovation for a revolutionary solution: thanks to Matic, the first
automatic hook, walking your dog will not be the same again!
Absolute practicality and safety from now on: no more inconvenient hooks to fix to your
dog’s collar or harness. Now Matic has arrived: the new magnetic hook patented by
Ferplast with automatic closing system. Just a click and that’s it!
________________________________________________________________________
How many times have you struggled to hook the leash to your dog’s collar or harness?
Now it won’t happen again! The solution by Ferplast is Matic, the first hook with automatic
closing magnetic system. Here is how it works: press opening buttons at the same time,
then move it to the ring on the dog’s collar or harness and the hook will automatically
close thanks to the innovative magnetic closure. To unlatch it, just press both buttons at
the same time again.

Matic is not only practical and very easy to use. Made of first-quality materials, is solid and
safe, with steel pins included and has been tested to ensure resistance to traction up to
120 kg (264 lbs) for the Medium model and up to 180 kg (397 lbs) for the Large model.
Made of special techno-plastic, is light but sturdy at the same time. So no breaks, no
accidental opening thanks to the double closing button.
With the new automatic hook by Ferplast convenience, speed and safety are the
passwords. You could find it on the following dog leashes: Sport Dog Matic, Daytona Matic,
Dual Matic, Ergocomfort Fluo Matic, Daytona Gummy Matic, as well as in the new leads
Cricket and Sport Reflex Matic: once you tried it, you won’t look back!

New proposals by Ferplast for food time!
Functional and practical accessories for your nice animals
Innovation and a hint of technology in feeding supplies for dogs and cats
We present Optima, the feeding bowl with built-in electronic scale and Cometa, the pet
food dispenser with timer for automatic opening. They help keeping the ideal weight of
your four-legged friend since ensure a controlled dosage of food.
________________________________________________________________________
Comfort and practicality with Optima! Thanks to this bowl with
built-in electronic scale you could accurately dose the food
amount to provide your pet. Optima is ideal for small/medium
dogs and cats: it helps to prevent arising of diseases due to
overfeeding. The feeding bowl is perfect for dry and wet food,
biscuits or small treats.
Easy to use, Optima has a large LCD display screen with tare
functions. Made from sturdy plastic, is complete with a removable
stainless steel bowl (0,85 litres), hygienic and long-lasting,
removable for cleaning, compatible with Ferplast bowls Orion Kc
54. Optima has a solid base with antislip rubber feet for increased stability.
Thanks to the very compact size, is ideal to be carried with you on
many different occasions.
Perfect if you are not at home, instead, the pet food dispenser with
automatic timer for cats and dogs Cometa will provide food to your
nice friend at programmed time. Cometa is equipped with timer for
automatically opening which can be programmed up to 44 hours.
Ideal for small dogs and cats, has a capacity of 0,4 litres, is perfect
for dry food.
Thanks to the supplied connector, you can join two Cometa
dispensers in order to supply your pet two meals at different times.
Cometa has anti-slip rubber feet for improved stability, is easy to
maintain thanks to the removable bowl.

***
Ferplast Spa Founded in 1966, Ferplast is a leader in the pet sector. With over 2.000 products in its
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